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nics statistical learning uncovers
mechanical relay in proteins†

Nixon Raj, a Timothy H. Click, a Haw Yang b and Jhih-Wei Chu *c

A protein's adaptive response to its substrates is one of the key questions driving molecular physics and

physical chemistry. This work employs the recently developed structure-mechanics statistical learning

method to establish a mechanical perspective. Specifically, by mapping all-atom molecular dynamics

simulations onto the spring parameters of a backbone-side-chain elastic network model, the chemical

moiety specific force constants (or mechanical rigidity) are used to assemble the rigidity graph, which is

the matrix of inter-residue coupling strength. Using the S1A protease and the PDZ3 signaling domain as

examples, chains of spatially contiguous residues are found to exhibit prominent changes in their

mechanical rigidity upon substrate binding or dissociation. Such a mechanical-relay picture thus provides

a mechanistic underpinning for conformational changes, long-range communication, and inter-domain

allostery in both proteins, where the responsive mechanical hotspots are mostly residues having

important biological functions or significant mutation sensitivity.
1 Introduction

Upon binding a specic molecule such as an inhibitor or
a substrate, the interaction network in a protein is expected to
self-adjust for the biological function.1–3 Even without a confor-
mational change, reorganization can proceed as variations in its
dynamical uctuations.4–6 Although adaptive responses to
molecular binding have long been anticipated from structural,
biochemical, and spectroscopic measurements,7–9 this function-
ally very important property is mostly understood phenomeno-
logically. Quantitative metrics based on physical interactions are
lacking due to the difficulties of observing molecular scale
processes in a complex system. For example, the respective roles
of backbone and side chains in open/close structural transitions
that gate an enzyme active site are yet to be resolved.10–12

To understand protein reorganization in terms of molecular
interactions, amechanical-coupling dynamics perspective is taken
here. According to the equipartition principle in statistical
mechanics—the extent of uctuation inversely reects the inter-
action strength—a structure-mechanics statistical learning
scheme can be developed to compute the parameters of a coarse-
grained (CG) backbone and side-chain elastic network model
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(bsENM) from the congurations in an all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) trajectory.13,14 Using the calculated elastic
constants as edge weights between residue nodes gives the rigidity
graph of protein dynamics, Fig. 1(a). The mechanical couplings of
both backbone and side chains have been shown to exhibit scale-
free network properties,14 indicating that only a fraction of struc-
tural contacts exhibit strong interactions. Over the ms time-scale
MD conducted in explicit solvent, the statistically prominent
eigenmodes of a protein rigidity graph reveal the specic molec-
ular interaction patterns that persist through stochastic noises.

The unique network features of inter-residue interaction
strengths uncovered at a particular state of substrate binding14

provide a remarkable opportunity for learning the mechanism
of protein reorganization by avoiding the difficulties seen in
covariance of structural uctuations15–17 or sequence
changes,18–20 in which the signals oentimes do not come from
physical interactions. For example, the apparent correlation
between distal residues in so vibrational modes is largely
inuenced by the topological shape of the native fold.21–23

Inferring the coupling strengths from the correlated uctuation
of each residue pair24 is also complicated by its intricate
connections in the structure. Collective consideration of the
other degrees of freedom, such as by the self-consistent itera-
tions in structure-mechanics statistical learning,14 is necessary
to quantify the sparse mechanical coupling network. In this
case, the prominent eigenmodes of rigidity graphs correspond
to persistent restraints coming from hydrogen bonding, elec-
trostatic couplings, and hydrophobic contacts.14 Therefore,
comparing the rigidity graphs from the protein dynamics of
different molecular binding states is an appealing strategy to
study protein reorganization.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Flowcharts for statistical learning of protein reorganization upon substrate binding or dissociation. (a) Computation of inter-site spring
constants (kij's) in the backbone-side-chain elastic network model (bsENM) from all-atom MD, construction of rigidity graphs with kij's, iden-
tification of their statistically prominent eigenmodes (P¼ {p}), and generation for the list of strongly coupled residue pairs, {IJ}P, from p ˛P (red
box). (b) Construction of a union list {IJ}from the {IJ}P at different substrate binding states. Given the union lists of K

BB
, K

BS
, and K

SS
, protein

reorganization is the differences in their matrix components. The top 25 percentile of jDkIJj in a union list are the prominent mechanical
responses of the rigidity graph upon molecular binding. BPTI unbinding of RT is used here for illustration.

Edge Article Chemical Science
This approach is taken here to study the reorganization of
a serine protease family member rat trypsin (RT) upon
unbinding the BPTI inhibitor and of the third PDZ signaling
domain (PDZ3) aer binding the CRIPT peptide substrate. In
RT, substrate variation or mutation at sites away from the
catalytic triad still impact its activity; yet, how such a long-range
communication is achieved is not clear.25–29 Whereas for PDZ3,
the linkage between its intra-domain5,6 and inter-domain allo-
stery30 has not been established.
2 Materials and methods

The computational framework integrating explicit-solvent all-
atom MD simulations, structure-mechanics statistical
learning, and graph theory is summarized in Fig. 1. Aer the
calculation of rigidity graph from protein dynamics and iden-
tication of the set of statistically prominent eigenmodes, P,
the list of strongly coupled residues pairs, {IJ}P, is determined
as shown in the lower-right corner of Fig. 1(a). Next, the scheme
devised here for comparing the protein mechanical coupling
networks at different substrate binding states is summarized in
Fig. 1(b). The different components of this approach are dis-
cussed in more detail in the following.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
2.1 All-atom MD at different substrate binding states

The X-ray structure of RT bound with BPTI (holoRT, PDB ID:
3TGI)31 is used to construct the all-atom model of apoRT based
on the procedure14 of model development for holoRT. For PDZ3,
the 1BE9 X-ray structure32 is used to construct the model of
holoPDZ3 following the steps of setting up apoPDZ3 (ref. 14)
with 1BEF. All systems are solvated in orthorhombic dodeca-
hedron TIP3P water boxes and neutralized with NaCl ions at
0.15 M. The CHARMM36 all-atom force eld33 is used to
compute the potential energy and the GROMACS soware34 is
used for MD runs. Aer equilibration, the production run is at
300 K and 1 atm for 5 ms for all simulations, during which
a snapshot is saved every 1 ps for analysis. In probing variation
in the protein mechanical coupling network, holoRT and
apoPDZ3 are taken as the reference states and their trajectories
were collected as reported in ref. 14. Here, the same simulation
protocol is used for the all-atom MD simulations of the
response states, apoRT and holoPDZ3.
2.2 Calculation of rigidity graphs from protein dynamics

The 5 ms all-atom MD production run is obtained for both the
apo and holo states of each protein system. Each trajectory is
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3688–3696 | 3689
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split into overlapping 10 ns windows as shown in Fig. 1(a), and
the atomistic congurations in each are used to compute the
spring parameters (equilibrium length lij

0 and spring constant
kij between each site pair in the potential energy function) of the
coarse-grained (CG) backbone-side chain elastic network model
(bsENM) as dened in ref. 14. This split of a long trajectory into
window segments is to overcome the harmonic approximation
of bsENM. The structure-mechanics statistical learning method
involves self-consistent iterations with normal mode analysis
(NMA) to compute the length uctuation of each spring, hdlij2-
iNMA, and match the corresponding uctuation observed in all-
atom MD simulation, hdlij2iAA. In each trajectory window, the
equilibrium length lij

0 is the averaged distance between CG sites
i and j in the all-atom MD segment. For an isolated spring, the
variance of length uctuation at thermal equilibrium is
inversely proportional to the magnitude of spring constant
according to the equipartition theorem. Given the system of
coupled springs in bsENM, the elastic parameters are thus
updated as kijðnþ1Þ ¼ kij

ðnÞ � að1=hdlij2iðnÞNMA � 1=hdlij2iAAÞ with (n)
the iteration number and a the learning rate.35 The other
components of the structure-mechanics statistical learning,
including the determination of cutoff length for including
a spring in bsENM and the quantitative calibration, are reported
in ref. 14.

The rigidity graphs of protein dynamics are constructed from
the statistically learned inter-site force constants, kij's. Residues
indexed by I and J are nodes and the inter-residue coupling
strengths kIJ's are edge weights. The inter-residue coupling
strength is calculated as kIJ ¼

P

i˛I; i˛J
kij for jJ � Ij. 2 and zero

otherwise to focus on the strengths of non-covalent interactions
and the springs of disulde bonds are also excluded. With the
degree as kII ¼

P

JsI
kIJ , a rigidity graph ðKnÞis constructed for

each n of the trajectory windows. Since the bsENM is composed
of backbone and side-chain sites, the rigidity graph can be
categorized as backbone–backbone ðKBB

n Þ, backbone-side chain
ðKBS

n Þand side chain-side chain ðKBS
n Þ.
2.3 Statistical analysis of rigidity graphs

For statistical analysis of the uctuating rigidity graphs along
the all-atom MD trajectory, we consider the mean rigidity graph
by averaging over those of each trajectory window, i.e.,
K ¼ K

BB þK
BS þK

SS
. For each type (BB, BS, or SS) of the mean

rigidity graph K, spectral decomposition is conducted and

K ¼ P
lanana

T . Here, the superscript is dropped for simplicity,

and this analysis is conducted for each of K
BB
, K

BS
, and K

SS
. In

each case, the mean modes have the eigenvectors (na’s) and
eigenvalues (la’s). Each mean mode a is then compared with all
the modes of every window to compute its mean-mode content
in the window as rna ¼ maxbjnnb$naj. Averaging the mean-mode
contents of all gives the averaged mean-mode content hrai.

The prominent modes of a particular rigidity graph, are then
identied by two criteria.14 The rst is to nd the mechanically
strong modes with a high eigenvalue (statistical outliers of the
la distribution). The second is to identify the highly persistent
3690 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3688–3696
eigenvectors by tting the distribution of hrai and getting the
values greater than a cumulative density function (CDF) cutoff.
The modes that satises both these conditions are the prom-
inent modes of ultra-high mechanical coupling strengths that
persist through thermal noise in the all-atom MD trajectory.
From each member in the set of prominent modes P, the
strongly coupled residue pairs are identied as both residues
taking a weight higher than a cutoff in the eigenvector,
fIJgP ¼ fIJjnIp2 & nJp

2 . nc
2; c p˛Pg and putting all such

residues together forms the list of strongly coupled residues
pair in the rigidity graph, i.e., {IJ}P in Fig. 1(a). For consistent
comparison of rigidity graphs, the numerical details reported in
ref. 14 (nc

2 ¼ 0.1) are employed here for the alternative substrate
binding state.

2.4 Identication of mechanically responsive residues upon
substrate binding

Since the protein mechanical coupling network depends on the
state of inhibitor or substrate binding, the list of strongly
coupled residues as in the prominent modes of rigidity graph,
{IJ}P, would also vary. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the identication of
mechanically responsive residues upon substrate binding starts
by nding the union list {IJ} from the prominent rigidity graph
modes at the reference state and the response state. For BPTI
unbinding of RT, the reference state is holoRT and the response
state is apoRT. From the union list of strongly coupled residues
{IJ}, variation in the mechanical coupling network is measured
as DkIJ and the prominent mechanical responses are residue
pairs within top 25% of the jDkIJj values, Fig. 1(b).

2.5 Multiple sequence alignment for PDZ3

The third PDZ domain of PSD-95 (PDZ3) has a CT-extension a-
helix, a3, packed against the b-sandwich which acts as a part of
the linker between the third PDZ domain and the SH3
domain.36 To identify the PDZ3 sequences possessing the a3
extension, the subrange sequence from H372 to A402 of 1BE9 is
used to BLAST against the non-redundant database excluding
the models and uncultured/environmental samples. A seed
length of 3 is used to increase the specicity against the
sequence database which resulted in 1457 sequences. The
hypothetical, clone variants and other redundant sequences are
the removed, resulting in the nal 45 sequences with diverge
taxonomic lineage. The multiple sequence alignment of these
strings is conducted by T-Coffee.37

3 Results and discussion

Beginning with the case BPTI unbinding in RT, reorganization
in the mechanical coupling network is captured based on the
rigidity graphs of different chemical components (BB, BS, and
SS) that all have the same dimension as the total residue
number. For a particular rigidity graph, the prominent
mechanical responses—top 25 percentile of the jDkIJj values in
the union list {IJ} (holoRT and apoRT) of strongly coupled
residues pairs—are soening (DkIJ < 0) or stiffening (DkIJ > 0),
and the rest are neutral. Putting together the responses of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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DkBBIJ , Dk
BS
IJ , and DkSSIJ uncovers the specic routes of mechanical

relay. Whether such intriguing patterns would appear in
a different functionality of signaling is then analyzed by
comparing the rigidity graphs learned from the protein
dynamics of holoPDZ3 and apoPDZ3.

3.1 Occlusion of RT active site upon BPTI unbinding

Over the 5 ms trajectories of holoRT and apoRT, the active site
residues involving the triad and the oxyanion hole (Fig. 2(a))
remain close to the conformation in the reference X-ray struc-
ture as their Ca RMSD (root-of-mean-squared-deviation) values
are small (�1 Å), Fig. 2(b). Similarly, the inhibitor unbinding
does not affect the b-barrel structures in RT and they have very
small RMSD values throughout the production runs. The
conformational responses, though, mostly occur at surface
loops and their Ca RMSD values are signicantly higher,
Fig. 2(b). As the space occupied by BPTI becomes available in
apoRT, specic residues in these regions shi to interact with
Fig. 2 The Ca RMSD (root-of-mean-squared-deviation) of RT from
the coordinates in the reference X-ray structure in holoRT and in
apoRT simulations. (a) A ribbon representation of the RT structure with
the b-barrels colored in iceblue and the NT- and CT-barrels labelled.
The catalytic triad and oxyanion hole at the b-barrel interface are
shown in licorice. The Ca2+ ion is shown in a ball representation. (b)
The Ca RMSD of catalytic triad and oxyanion hole residues (top), the b-
barrel residues (middle), and the surface loops exhibiting active site
occlusion upon BPTI unbinding and the Ca2+-binding loop (bottom).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
active site residues. Furthermore, even the l5 loop, i.e., the Ca
2+-

binding loop, distal to the active site exhibits signicant
conformational changes in apoRT. To understand such behav-
iors in terms of physical interactions, the protein reorganization
is analyzed based on the prominent changes in the mechanical
coupling network.
3.2 RT reorganization exhibits routes of mechanical relay

The prominent mechanical responses in the RT rigidity graphs
are shown in Fig. 3(a) with a color bar to quantitatively indicate
the stiffening/soening levels of inter-residue couplings.
Marking the signicant DkIJ values on the corresponding
residue indices reveals physical contiguity in the prominent
mechanical responses. In Fig. 3(a), a line is put between two
marks if a common residue is shared or if they have residues of
nearby sequences (mostly # 2, no more than 4 residues).
Consecutive connection of such lines leads to the routes in
Fig. 3(a) that have nearly vertical and/or horizontal sections. On
the RT structure, residues participating in the prominent
mechanical responses are shown in Fig. 3(b).

Here, the reference state is holoRT and apoRT is the
response state, Fig. 1(b). From the all-atom MD trajectory of
holoRT, the strong couplings with BPTI were identied to be
DkBSK15BPTI-S190, Dk

BB
K15BPTI-G193, Dk

SS
A16BPTI-S195, and DkSSR17BPTI-E151.

14 Since
they become absent in apoRT, the offmark “�” is labeled on the
diagonal of Fig. 3(a) at the corresponding residues of RT. In
capturing the prominent mechanical responses in RT upon the
inhibitor unbinding (Fig. 1(b)), the signicant DkIJ changes are
obtained by comparing the residue pairs in the protease. In
Fig. 3(a), the off mark is also labelled over the intra-RT
couplings that are lost upon BPTI unbinding. On the other
hand, the on mark “+” indicates the strong interactions formed
in apoRT but not in holoRT. In RT, S195, D102, and H57 are the
catalytic triad, and G193 is the oxyanion hole. The secondary
structures and functional sites of RT are annotated in Fig. 4(a).

Considering the reorganization branching from S195 with
DkSSA16BPTI-S195 off in apoRT, the neighboring DkBBG196-
V213 stiffens, Fig. 3(a). W215 nearby V213 at the C-terminal end
of b12 then moves toward the active site (Fig. 3(b)) and detaches
V227 at S1 site, i.e., DkSSW215-V227 off. This positional shi of the
W215 side chain at the end of b12 and beginning of l11 that
soens the nearby couplings at the S1 site is coupled with R96
in l6, which also migrates to the space originally occupied by
BPTI and turns on DkSSR96-W215, Fig. 3(a). With R96 coupling two
triad residues (DkSSR96-D102 and DkSSR96-H57) through this confor-
mational change in apoRT, DkSSH57-S195 is switched off in the
response state. Therefore, losing the interactions with BPTI
leads to a chain of adjustment in the interaction network that
eventually occludes the catalytic triad in apoRT by W215 and
R96. This route of coupling strength variation over contiguous
residues—a system of mechanical relay—is colored orange in
Fig. 3 and 4. In this case, W215, R96, and H57 act as on-off
switches by interacting with alternative partners at different
states of inhibitor binding. In the S1A protease family, allosteric
active site occlusion has been observed for the W215 loop in
thrombin43–45 while for the R96 containing loop in coagulation
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3688–3696 | 3691



Fig. 3 Reorganization of themechanical coupling network in RT upon BPTI unbinding. (a) The prominent mechanical responses of inter-residue
couplings—top 25 percentile of the jDkIJj values in the union list of the strongly coupled pairs in each rigidity graph, K

BB
(square), K

BS
(triangle),

and K
SS

(circle). The levels of softening (DkIJ < 0, blue) and stiffening (DkIJ > 0, red) responses are represented by the color bar. The prominent
couplings with BPTI in holoRT are labelled on the diagonal. The key RT residue interacting with BPTI that starts a specific route of mechanical
relay is used to annotate the chains of interaction network reorganization. If kIJ ¼ 0 in the response state, the pair is labelled “off ” with �. If kIJ ¼
0 in the reference state, the pair is labelled “on” with +. (b) The residues of mechanical relay systems in (a) on the RT structure.
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factor IXa and in trypsin-like hepatocyte growth factor acti-
vator.46,47 The previously unknown mechanism as identied
here for RT is the route of mechanical relay over spatially
contiguous residues.

Another scenario is E151 that strongly interacts with R17BPTI

in holoRT. As DkSSR17BPTI-E151 becomes off in apoRT, the imidazole
side chain of H40 at the start of b3 shis to interact with E151
and DkSSH40-E151 is turned on. This conformational change also
shuts off DkSSS32-H40 in apoRT, and the E151 and H40 mechanical
switches start a chain of soening responses that reach the
Ca2+-binding loop around E70. This distal loop has been shown
to relate to the long-term stability of family members and
exhibit stimulatory effects on enzyme activities.42 For example,
in urokinase-type plasminogen activator, communication
between H40 and E70 loops has been implied from the inhibitor
binding and enzyme activity experiments.41 Our nding in RT
uncovers the underlying mechanism as the domino-like varia-
tion in mechanical couplings. This route seeding from E151
also involves a reported autolysis site R117 (ref. 38–40) and is
colored green in Fig. 3 and 4(a).
3.3 Hotspots in mechanical relay capture functional sites

Functional regulation in many S1A proteases has been found to
proceed by movements of surface loops and the participating
segments are a key signature for member classication.42 The
previously unknown behaviors of RT are uncovered here to have
a unique prole, including l6 of R96, l11 starting at W215, l3 ends
at H40, and the Ca2+-binding loop, Fig. 3. Along a route of
mechanical relay, an important notice is that having a confor-
mational change is not necessary. For example, as DkBSK15BPTI-S190
3692 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3688–3696
and DkBBK15BPTI-G193 become off in apoRT, the pathway colored
purple in Fig. 3 and 4 involves soen responses without having
any on-off switch. S146, another reported autolysis site in
thrombin and bovine trypsin,38–40 is on this route.

An intriguing nding in the case of RT reorganization upon
BPTI unbinding is that the mechanically responsive residues
during the different protein dynamics are mostly the functional
sites identied experimentally, Fig. 4(a). For example, the salt
bridge between I16 and D194 retains similar strengths in both
holoRT and apoRT trajectories, but the two biologically
important residues exhibit signicant variation in their
strengths of the couplings with other partners as seen on the
purple route in Fig. 3 and 4(a). Occurring through specic
chains of physically contiguous amino acids, the signicant
coupling strength variation in the interaction network reorga-
nization of all-atom MD simulations—the hotspots of
mechanical relay—is thus a useful metric for the functional
importance of residues.
3.4 PDZ3 exhibits mechanical relay upon binding CRIPT

To study whether similar behaviors could be observed in an
alternative functionality of signaling rather than in an enzyme,
the self-adjustment in PDZ3 upon binding the CRIPT peptide is
analyzed by comparing the rigidity graphs holoPDZ3 (response
state) and apoPDZ3 (reference state) following the schemes
outlined in Fig. 1. With the binding groove in between b2, l2,
and a2, Fig. 4(b) and 5(a), the b-sandwich core has been shown
to conduct intra-domain allostery without structural changes.5,6

Substrate binding in PDZ3 also impacts C-terminal (CT)-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Functional and evolutionary significance of protein intramolecular mechanical relays. Mechanically responsive residues in molecule-
binding induced reorganization are mostly functional sites identified in experiments (red star), or have high sequence conservation (green star).
The mechanical relay systems identified in Fig. 3 for RT and in Fig. 6 for PDZ3 are listed here on the primary sequence with secondary structures
annotated. (a) In RT, H57, D102, S195, and G193 are the catalytic triad and oxyanion hole, respectively;29 nearby D189 and S214 are the S1 site for
specificity control in substrate binding;29 R117 and S146 are protease autolysis sites;38–40 H40,41 E70,42 and W215 (ref. 43–45) at regulatory loop
edges exhibit long-range effects on activities; R96 in a surface loop conducts active site occlusion in a homolog;46,47 with I16 and D194 activators
forming a salt bridge, the activation domain involves N143 in l8, D189-C191 in l10, and C220 in l11;41 and functional mutation sensitivity has been
demonstrated for the other labelled residues.48–50 (b) In PDZ3, the identified functional sites showing mutation sensitivity are mostly in the b-
sandwish core.51,52 Including CT-extension in MSA as motivated by their inter-domain couplings in the rigidity graphs reveals the highly
conserved residues shown here.
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extension conformation as illustrated by NMR and SAXS
measurements,53 i.e., exhibiting inter-domain allostery.

Over the 5 ms production runs of the all-atomMD simulation
of apoPDZ3 and holoPDZ3 in explicit solvent, the b-sandwich
stays close to the reference X-ray structures32 as illustrated by
the small Ca RMSD values in Fig. 5(b). The a3 helix in CT-
extension is more exible, but remains attached to the b-
sandwich in both apoPDZ3 and holoPDZ3. On the other hand,
the b7–b8 hairpin in CT-extension remains attached to the b-
sandwich throughout the apoPDZ3 reference state, but in hol-
oPDZ3, it detaches and loosens (Fig. S1†), showing pronounced
RMSD values in Fig. 5(b). This is a rst atomic-scale in silico
observation that the substrate binding in PDZ3 affects the
conformation of distal CT-extension as speculated in NMR and
SAXS studies.

The underlying mechanism of this inter-domain, long-range
effect of CRIPT binding is unraveled here by comparing the
rigidity graphs of different protein dynamics, i.e., holoPDZ3 versus
apoPDZ3. In the former, T7CRIPT and V9CRIPT are found to make
most of the stronger interactions with PDZ3 as labeled with the on
mark along the Fig. 6(a) diagonal, consistent with their
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
determining roles in substrate selectivity.54,55 The backbone sites of
I327 on b2 turn on DkBBT7CRIPT-I327 and DkBBQ6CRIPT-I327 to anchor the
substrate, while its neighbor N326 mediates DkBBT7CRIPT-N326 and
DkSSS8CRIPT-N326, Fig. 4(b) and 6. Stiffening responses (DkSSI327-I336 and
DkBBN326-I339) then proceed on the other side of b2 facing b3. Next, the
mechanical relay further passes to b4 (Dk

BB
I338-D357 soening) and to

the b6 end facing CT-extension a3 (DkBBG356-K393 stiffening).
Following this route across the b-sandwich, the coupling of Y392
side chain at the C-terminal edge of b6 with G410 in between b7
and b8, Dk

BS
Y392-G410, is off, leading to detachment of the b7–b8

hairpin. This route of mechanical relay seeding from the T7CRIPT-
I357 coupling in the substrate binding groove and reaching CT-
extension is colored green in Fig. 4(b) and 6. The inter-domain
allostery of CRIPT binding can thus be understood as the chain
of physically contiguous residues exhibiting signicant coupling
strength variation.

Another route starts on the b2 side of the binding groove.
Turning on the prominent hydrophobic interactionDkSSV9CRIPT-F325 in
holoPDZ3 soens the b2–l5 coupling ofDk

SS
F325-L353 in apoPDZ3 and

a chain of soening responses (DkBSE352-R312 andDkSSR312-D357) colored
purple in Fig. 4(b) and 6 follows. On the a2 side of the binding
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3688–3696 | 3693



Fig. 5 The Ca RMSD (root-of-mean-squared-deviation) of PDZ3 from
the coordinates in the reference X-ray structure in holoPDZ3 and
apoPDZ3 simulations. (a) A ribbon representation of the PDZ3 struc-
ture with the b-sandwich colored in iceblue. The CT extension is
colored green and the CRIPT peptide is colored gray. (b) The Ca RMSD
of b-sandwich (top), the a3-helix in CT-extension (middle), and b7–b8
hairpin in CT-extension (bottom).

Chemical Science Edge Article
groove, on the other hand, turning on DkSSV9CRIPT-L379 leads to the
mechanical relay route colored orange consisting mostly of stiff-
ening responses that reaches the distal I388 in b6. Intra-domain
communication in PDZ3 can thus proceed through multiple
pathways. The mechanical coupling variation also provides
comprehensive mechanistic basis for the NMR observed rigidi-
cation in structural exibility aer substrate binding.6
3.5 Mutation sensitive sites affecting the substrate binding
of PDZ3 participate in mechanical relay

Although most of the prominent mechanical responses upon
binding CRIPT are stiffening, certain inter-residue couplings
soen with pronounced levels, indicating heterogeneity and
complexity in the interaction network reorganization. By per-
forming high-throughput mutagenesis over the b-sandwich
residues, several sites not at the substrate-binding groove were
shown to still have signicant impact on CRIPT binding.51 In
comparing the rigidity graphs of holoPDZ3 and apoPDZ3 all-
atom MD simulations, most of the mechanically responsive
3694 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3688–3696
residues away from the binding groove, i.e., on the mechanical
relay routes shown in Fig. 4(b) and 6, predict the mutation
sensitive sites identied experimentally, including I336 and
I338 in b3, L353 in l5, V362 in b4, and I388 in b6. Our results
indicate that the experimentally measurable functional prop-
erty of PDZ3 residues as their extents of imposing long-rang
effects on substrate binding can be linked to the specic
variation in their interaction strengths during the protein
dynamics at different substrate binding states. The property of
mechanical relay thus provides the mechanistic basis for
propagation of substrate binding signals as altered coupling
strengths. Certain residues such as I338 exhibit responses in
both its backbone and side-chain couplings, showcasing the
cooperation of chemical components. In another experimental
work, R318 not captured by the high-throughput mutagen-
esis51 was found to affect CRIPT binding,52 and our rigidity
graph analysis identies it to also exhibit prominent
mechanical response.
3.6 Mechanical relay of the inter-domain allostery in PDZ3
exhibit strong signals in multiple sequence alignment

For PDZ3, inter-domain allostery is functionally more relevant
but much less understood. Our analysis of rigidity graphs at
different substrate binding states shows that the two processes
are actually linked and hence provides a unied view. The intra-
domain routes of mechanical relay all reach the edges of b1
(R312), b4 (G356 and D357), and b6 (Y392 and K393) that face
the CT-extension as revealed in their coupling strength
responses, and this cluster links to the DkBSY392-G410 knob that
drives the inter-domain allostery for the detachment of the b7–

b8 hairpin from the b-sandwich, Fig. 4(b) and 6.
Another prominent coupling of CT-extension with b-sand-

wich is between Y397 in a3 and S339 in b3, and the latter is on
the green route of mechanical relay. Unlike the turning off of
DkBSY392-G410 upon substrate binding, DkBSS339-Y397 is neutral and
the coupling persists with high strengths in both holoPDZ3 and
apoPDZ3. Y397 phosphorylation has been shown to affect the
inter-domain allostery with SH3,30 and our result points to the
disruption of this coupling as a likely mechanism. Although a3
remains linked to b3 with DkBSS339-Y397 neutral, the b7–b8
detachment upon DkBSY392-G410 turned off leads to signicant
reorganization in themechanical couplings in a3, particularly at
the F400 site facing the b-sandwich. For the residues conduct-
ing inter-domain allostery as predicted by the rigidity graph
analysis, their functional relevance is further analyzed by
designing a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) limited to a3-
containing PDZ3 analogs as described in Materials and
methods. D357, the mostly conserved residue in the b-
sandwich-only MSA,56 is found to be preserved among the a3-
bearing sequences of PDZ3, and the other key residues for the
inter-domain allostery observed in all-atom MD simulations,
R312, the Y392 knob, Y397, and F400 are all very highly
conserved when CT-extension is considered in MSA, Fig. S2.†
The mechanical relay identied here for PDZ3 inter-domain
allostery thus exhibits strong signals in the MSA concerning
the sequences that contain the CT-extension a3.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Reorganization of themechanical coupling network in PDZ3 upon binding the CRIPT peptide. (a) The prominent mechanical responses of
inter-residue couplings—top 25 percentile of the jDkIJj values in the union list of the strongly coupled pairs in each rigidity graph, K

BB
(square),

K
BS

(triangle), andK
SS

(circle). The levels of softening (DkIJ < 0, blue) and stiffening (DkIJ > 0, red) responses are represented by the color bar. The
prominent couplings with CRIPT in holoPDZ3 are labelled on the diagonal. The key PDZ3 residue interacting with CRIPT that starts a specific
route of mechanical relay is used to annotate the chains of interaction network reorganization. If kIJ ¼ 0 in the response state, the pair is labelled
offwith�. If kIJ ¼ 0 in the reference state, the pair is labelled on with +. (b) The residues of mechanical relay systems in (a) on the PDZ3 structure.
Definitions of sold/dash lines and arrows are as in Fig. 3(a). The S339-Y397 coupling prominent in both apoPDZ3 and holoPDZ3 is colored black.
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4 Conclusions

In both RT and PDZ3, comparing the rigidity graphs of protein
dynamics at different substrate binding states unravels specic
sets of spatially contiguous residues as routes of mechanical relay.
In such a connection over distal sites, the inter-linked couplings
include backbone as well as side chains with an intricate coordi-
nation of their polar and hydrophobic interactions. For residues
exhibiting prominent responses in the reorganization of the
protein interaction network, the close correspondence with the
experimentally identied functional sites and the highly conserved
spots in our simulation-motivated MSA indicates that the
mechanical relay system is under signicant evolutionary pressure.
From the explicit-solvent all-atom MD simulations conducted at
differentmolecular binding states, comparing their residue rigidity
graphs hence provides a useful approach to understanding the
protein functional properties in terms of specic molecular inter-
actions. In many important cases, the mechanical coupling
network of a substrate like DNA also exhibits complicated behav-
iors.13 Capturing the coupled reorganization over the rigidity
graphs of the enzyme–substrate pair is likely key to understand the
sequence-specic functional properties57 such as binding affinities,
catalytic mechanism, and kinetics. In these complex scenarios, the
framework of our structure-mechanics statistical learning and the
data structure of graphical analysis are readily applicable.
Data availability

The Python code for construction of rigidity graphs, identi-
cation of prominent modes, and quantication of mechanical
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
responses due to substrate association/dissociation can be
found at https://github.com/nixnmtm/MechanicalRelay.
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